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reading or his forbidden desire for men. Under
the thumb of his controlling father, the governor
of Primrose Isle, he’s sailing to the ﬂedging
colony, where he’ll surrender to a respectable
marriage for his family’s ﬁnancial gain. Then
pirates strike and he’s kidnapped for ransom by
the Sea Hawk, a legendary villain of the New
World. Bitter and jaded, Hawk harbors futile
dreams of leaving the sea for a quiet life, but
men like him don’t deserve peace. He has a
score to settle with Nathaniel’s father—the very
man whose treachery forced him into
piracy—and he’s sure Nathaniel is just as
contemptible. Yet as days pass in close quarters,
Nathaniel’s feisty spirit and alluring innocence
beguile and bewitch. Although Hawk knows he
must keep his distance, the desire to teach
Nathaniel the pleasure men can share grows
uncontrollable. It’s not as though Hawk would
ever feel anything for him besides lust…
Nathaniel realizes the fearsome Sea Hawk’s
reputation is largely invented, and he sees the
lonely man beneath the myth, willingly
surrendering to his captor body and soul. As a
pirate’s prisoner, he is ﬁnally free to be his true
self. The crew has been promised the ransom
Nathaniel will bring, yet as danger mounts and
the time nears to give him up, Hawk’s biggest
battle could be with his own heart. This MayDecember gay romance from Keira Andrews
features classic tropes including: a tough alpha
pirate too afraid to love, a plucky virgin captive
half his age, enemies to lovers, ﬁrst-time sexual
discovery, and of course a happy ending.
The Christmas Deal Keira Andrews 2019-11-13
Will fake boyfriends become the real deal this
holiday? It's the most wonderful time of the year-

Road to the Sun Keira Andrews 2017-05-19 A
desperate father. A lonely ranger. Unexpected
love that can't be denied. Jason Kellerman's life
revolves around his eight-year-old daughter.
Teenage curiosity with his best friend led to
Maggie's birth, her mother tragically dying soon
after. Insistent on raising his daughter himself, he
was disowned by his wealthy family and has
worked tirelessly to support Maggie-even
bringing her west on a dream vacation. Only
twenty-ﬁve, Jason hasn't had time to even think
about romance. So the last thing he expects is to
question his sexuality after meeting an
undeniably attractive park ranger. Ben Hettler's
stuck. He loves working in the wild under
Montana's big sky, but at forty-one, his love life is
non-existent, his ex-boyfriend just married and
adopted, and Ben's own dream of fatherhood
feels impossibly out of reach. He's attracted to
Jason, but what's the point? Besides the age
diﬀerence and skittish Jason's lack of experience,
they live thousands of miles apart. Ben wants
more than a meaningless ﬂing. Then a hunted
criminal takes Maggie hostage, throwing Jason
and Ben together in a desperate and dangerous
search through endless miles of mountain forest.
If they rescue Maggie against all odds, can they
build a new family together and ﬁnd a place to
call home? Road to the Sun is a May-December
gay romance from Keira Andrews featuring
adventure, angst, coming out, sexual discovery,
and of course a happy ending.
Kidnapped by the Pirate Keira Andrews 2017
Will a virgin captive surrender to this pirate’s
sinful touch? Nathaniel Bainbridge is used to
hiding, whether it’s concealing his struggles with
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except ex-Marine Logan is jobless and getting
evicted. Worse, he's a new single dad with a
stepson who hates him. A kid needs stability-not
to mention presents under the tree-and Logan's
desperate. Then he meets lonely Seth and makes
a deal. Can Logan temporarily pretend to be livein boyfriends to increase Seth's chances at a
promotion? If it provides a roof over their heads
for the holidays, hell yeah. Logan considers
himself straight-he doesn't count occasional
hookups with guys-but he can fake it. Besides,
with his shy little smile, Seth is surprisingly sexy.
Make that damn sexy. Shocked that Seth has
only been with one man, Logan can't resist
sweetening their deal to teach him the joys of
casual sex. No strings attached. No feelings. No
kissing. No falling for each other. Easy, right? The
Christmas Deal is a steamy holiday gay romance
from Keira Andrews featuring fake boyfriends,
bisexual awakening, a clueless single dad with an
angry preteen, and of course a happy ending.
Swept Away Keira Andrews 2019-10-09 On
Australia's hottest beach, a lifeguard and surfer
sizzle. Barking Beach lifeguard Damian "Damo"
Williams has never been with a guy. But
he's...wondered. Imagined. Fantasized. While
rescuing a terriﬁed swimmer who threatens to
overpower him, he gets unexpected backup from
surfer Blake. Then Blake asks him out. Well, not
in so many words, and since Damo's always
identiﬁed as straight, it's not like it's a date.
Right? But here's his opportunity to see what it
would be like with a bloke. A muscular bloke who
wears guyliner and sexy skintight clubwear when
he's not riding waves. A bloke with the
conﬁdence to give Damo exactly what he's
secretly been craving and leave him begging for
more... Swept Away is a bonus short story from
Keira Andrews featuring characters from the
novel Flash Rip. This free LGBT romance includes
bisexuality exploration, ﬁrst-time mm sex, and of
course a happy ending.
Every Crooked Nanny Mary Kay Andrews
2009-03-17 “Fresh, conﬁdent, intelligent and
amusing. Grab a cold drink, put your feet up, and
enjoy yourself.” — Sue Grafton After ten years of
cleaning up the dirt on Atlanta's streets, former
cop Callahan Garrity is trading in her badge for a
broom and a staﬀ of house cleaners. But she
soon ﬁnds herself right back in the middle of a
mystery when a client's pretty, pious nineteensemper-fi-ebook-keira-andrews

year-old nanny is gone ... along with the jewelry,
silver, and a few rather sensitive real estate
documents. Soon Callahan and her crew of
eccentric cleaners are involved in a job messier
than any they've ever encountered. Illicit love
triangles, crooked business deals, long-distance
scams— it's going to require some industrialstrength sleuthing on Callahan's part to solve this
one.
Synchronicity Keira Andrews 2017-07-03
Synchronicity: A Short Story
Honeymoon for One Keira Andrews 2019-01-07
The wedding is oﬀ, but the love story is just
beginning. Betrayed the night before his wedding
by the supposed boy of his dreams, Ethan
Robinson escapes the devastating fallout by
going on his honeymoon alone to the other side
of the world. Hard of hearing and still struggling
with the repercussions of being late-deafened,
traveling by himself leaves him feeling painfully
isolated with his raw, broken heart. Clay Kelly
never expected to be starting life over in his
forties. He got hitched young, but now his wife
has divorced him and remarried, his kids are
grown, and he’s left his rural Outback town. In a
new career driving a tour bus on Australia’s East
Coast, Clay reckons he's happy enough. He
enjoys his cricket, a few beers, and a quiet life. If
he's a bit lonely, it's not the end of the world.
Clay befriends Ethan, hoping he can cheer up the
sad-eyed young man, and a crush on an
unattainable straight guy is exactly the safe
distraction Ethan needs. Yet as the days pass and
their connection grows, long-repressed desires
surface in Clay, and they are shocked to discover
romance sparking. Clay is the sexy, rugged man
of Ethan’s dreams, and as the clock counts down
on their time together, neither wants this
honeymoon to end. Honeymoon for One is a gay
romance by Keira Andrews featuring a MayDecember age diﬀerence, a slow burn of
newfound friends to lovers, ﬁrst-time m/m sex,
and of course a happy ending.
The Understatement of the Year Sarina
Bowen 2014-09-04 What happened in high school
stayed in high school. Until now. Five years ago,
Michael Graham betrayed the only person who
ever really knew him. Since then, he’s made an
art of hiding his sexual preference from
everyone. Including himself. So it’s a shock when
his past strolls right into the Harkness College
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locker room, sporting a bag of hockey gear and
the same slow smile that had always rendered
Graham defenseless. For Graham, there is only
one possible reaction: total, debilitating panic.
With one loose word, the team’s new left wing
could destroy Graham’s life as he knows it. John
Rikker is stuck being the new guy. Again. And it’s
worse than usual, because the media has latched
onto the story of the only “out” player in Division
One hockey. As the satellite trucks line the
sidewalk outside the rink, his new teammates are
not amused. And one player in particular looks
sick every time he enters the room. Rikker didn’t
exactly expect a warm welcome from Graham.
But the guy won’t even meet his eyes. From the
looks of it, his former… best friend / boyfriend /
whatever isn’t doing so well. He drinks too much
and can’t focus during practice. Either the two
loneliest guys on the team will self destruct from
all the new pressures in their lives, or they can
navigate the pain to ﬁnd a way back to one
another. To say that it won’t be easy is the
Understatement of the Year. Warning: unlike the
other books in this series, this heartbreaking love
story is about two guys. Contains sexual
situations, dance music, snarky t-shirts and a
poker-playing grandmother. Sarina Bowen's Ivy
Years is my favorite New Adult series of all-time!
-- Elle Kennedy, New York Times bestselling
author of The Deal "It's so well done that I just
want to read it over and over again." - Mandi
Schreiner of Smexy Books "Sarina Bowen serves
up yet another gut-wrenching story that left me
limp at the end with relief that these two found
their happily ever after." - Amy Jo Cousins, author
of Oﬀ Campus "A beautiful love story about selfacceptance. I laughed, I swooned, and I shed a
view tears. This is a must read." - Megan
Erickson, author of Strong Signal "I gasped, I
cried, I stayed up all night to ﬁnish. This book
broke my heart in the best possible way." - Diana
Peterfreund, author of the Secret Society Girl
series. "6+ Stars! I can honestly say that this is
her best one yet." - Jenn Gaﬀney of Once Click
Bliss "This story was beautiful from start to
ﬁnish." - Angie of Badass Book Reviews
Keywords: new adult, college romance, hockey,
gay, MM romance, Ivy League, male/male
romance, LGBTQ romance, gay romance, hockey
team, coming out. For fans of: Santino Hassel,
Kindle Alexander, Elle Kennedy, Amy Jo Cousins,
semper-fi-ebook-keira-andrews

Megan Erickson, Lucy Lennox, Amy Lane, Leta
Blake, Roan Parrish, Annabeth Albert, Ella Frank,
TJ Klune, Riley Hart, NR Walker, Devon
Mccormick, Eden Finley, Sloane Kennedy, Felice
Stevens, Avon Gale, Alexis Hall, Heidi Cullinan, KJ
Charles, Josh Lanyon, Cat Sebastian.
Wed to the Barbarian Keira Andrews 2021-10-15
Will an innocent prince forced into marriage
choose passion? Sheltered in the palace with his
books, Jem's life is peaceful. Even if he's lonely
and yearning for romance, the big, strong men
he wants don't crave small, timid princes. Then
he's forced to marry a mysterious barbarian. Jem
must do his duty-even if it means being stuck
with Cador, a brute who dismisses him as weak.
Even if it means a fake marriage in name only for
the sake of their homelands. Even if he must
leave behind everything and everyone to journey
to a forbidding island of ice and stone. Even if
there's only one bed. Alone with this wild-yet
tender?-man, Jem discovers desire that burns
hotter than he ever imagined. Can two strangers
learn to trust, or will dangerous lies tear them
apart? Wed to the Barbarian by Keira Andrews is
a gay romance fantasy featuring enemies to
lovers, an age gap, forced proximity, ﬁrst times,
and of course a happy ending (eventually). This is
the ﬁrst action-adventure romance in the
Barbarian Duet and must be read before The
Barbarian's Vow.
Games of Rome J. P. Kenwood 2015-11-18
In the Middle of Somewhere Roan Parrish
2019-06-18 Daniel Mulligan is tough, snarky, and
tattooed, hiding his self-consciousness behind
sarcasm. Daniel has never ﬁt in-not at home in
Philadelphia with his auto mechanic father and
brothers, and not at school where his Ivy League
classmates looked down on him. Now, Daniel's
relieved to have a job at a small college in
Holiday, Northern Michigan, but he's a city boy
through and through, and it's clear that this small
town is one more place he won't ﬁt in. Rex Vale
clings to routine to keep loneliness at bay: honing
his muscular body, perfecting his recipes, and
making custom furniture. Rex has lived in Holiday
for years, but his shyness and imposing size have
kept him from connecting with people. When the
two men meet, their chemistry is explosive, but
Rex fears Daniel will be another in a long line of
people to leave him, and Daniel has learned that
letting anyone in can be a fatal weakness. Just as
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they begin to break down the walls keeping them
apart, Daniel is called home to Philadelphia,
where he discovers a secret that changes the
way he understands everything.
Flash Rip Keira Andrews 2019-09-18 On
Australia's hottest beach, the most dangerous
current is between them. Training to be a
lifeguard is tough work, but Cody Grant loves a
challenge. He spends long days in the sun and
surf rescuing swimmers from treacherous rip
currents while trying not to lust after senior
lifeguard Liam Fox-who is deeply, painfully
closeted. Liam was supposed to be a football
legend. Now in his mid-thirties, it's been over a
decade since his dream shattered along with his
knee. Fans still recognize him regularly, and he's
terriﬁed his sexuality will be discovered and his
conservative parents will reject him. He has strict
rules to protect his secret and keeps everyone at
arm's length. Liam never acts on his need to
surrender after being shamed for it years ago by
the ﬁrst and only man he trusted. Out and proud
Cody fascinates Liam-and tempts him to break all
the rules. Cody is practically half Liam's size and
age, but has the conﬁdence and compassion to
take charge and give Liam the release, aﬀection,
and acceptance he desperately craves. But how
long can a secret aﬀair satisfy their hearts? As if
saving lives isn't hard enough, Cody faces his
greatest challenge yet convincing Liam to trust
him and ﬁnd the courage to live out loud. Flash
Rip is an M/M gay romance from Keira Andrews
featuring a slow burn, an age gap, scorching ﬁrst
times, and of course a happy ending.
Valor on the Move Keira Andrews 2017-06-26
He'd give his life to protect the president's son.
But he never expected to risk his heart. Growing
up gay in the White House hasn't been easy for
Rafael Castillo. Codenamed "Valor" by the Secret
Service, Rafa feels anything but brave as he
hides in the closet and tries to stay below the
radar in his last year of college. His father's
presidency is almost over, and he just needs to
stick to his carefully crafted plan. Once his
family's out of the spotlight, he can be honest
with his conservative parents about his sexuality
and his dream of being a chef. It's deﬁnitely not
part of Rafa's plan to get a new Secret Service
agent who's a walking wet dream, but he's made
it this long keeping his desires to himself.
Besides, it's not like Shane Kendrick would even
semper-fi-ebook-keira-andrews

look at him twice if it wasn't his job. Shane's
worked his way up through the Secret Service
ranks, and while protecting the president's shy,
boring son isn't his dream White House
assignment, it's an easy enough task since no
one pays Rafa much attention. He discovers
there's a vibrant young man beneath the timid
public shell, and while he knows Rafa has a crush
on him, he assures himself it's harmless. Shane's
never had room for romance in his life, and he'd
certainly never cross that line with a protectee.
Keeping Rafa safe at any cost is Shane's mission.
But as Rafa gets under his skin, will they both put
their hearts on the line? This gay romance from
Keira Andrews is the ﬁrst part of the Valor
duology and features a May-December age
diﬀerence, Jane Austen levels of pining, forbidden
love against the odds, and of course a happy
ending.
Arctic Fire Keira Andrews 2017-06-26 Arctic
Fire: A Novel
The Ballot Boy Larry Mellman 2022-02-15
Venice, 1368. War hovers in the wings with the
fate of the Republic at stake when the old doge
dies. Fourteen-year-old Nico, a street urchin from
the poorest Venetian parish, is chosen at random
to tally votes in the upcoming election for a new
leader. Uprooted from his old life and
transplanted to the doge’s palace, Nico becomes
an alienated outsider at the mercy of scheming
nobles. Andrea Contarini, sixtieth doge of Venice,
wants the ducal throne less than Nico wants to
be ballot boy. Both walk a golden tightrope over
treachery and deceit. When he witnesses a court
clerk burned at the stake for being gay, Nico
despairs. His romantic attraction to men is as
powerful as his fear of ﬁery death and an eternity
in Hell. Taking advantage of the fraught
transition in the Doge’s Palace, the hostile duke
of Austria pushes Trieste to rebel against
Venetian domination, jeopardizing her mastery of
the Adriatic Sea. The Venetian nobles split,
trapping the doge between hawks rabid for war,
and rich merchants desperate for peace. With his
own life on the line, Andrea Contarini opts to
attack decisively and end the crisis swiftly, but
his gambit is sabotaged. Trusting only the boy at
his side, Contarini sends Nico to Trieste to be his
eyes and ears. As the Venetian commanders
wrangle over tactics, Nico falls for Astolfo, the
young, charismatic lord of Castle Moccò, an
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indispensable but unreliable ally. Will Nico return
to Venice a celebrated hero? Or will he be forever
haunted, guilt-ridden, and still concealing his
deepest secret?
Semper Fi Keira Andrews 2017-06-26 The war is
over. The battle for love has just begun. As
Marines, Cal and Jim depended on each other to
survive bloodshed and despair in the Paciﬁc.
Relieved to put the horrors of war behind him,
Jim went home to his apple orchard and a quiet
life with his wife and children. Knowing Jim could
never return his forbidden feelings, Cal hoped
time and an ocean between them would dull the
yearning for his best friend. But when Jim’s wife
dies, Cal returns to help. He doesn’t know a thing
about apple farming—or children—but he’s
determined to be there for Jim, even as the
painful torch he carries blazes back to life. Jim is
grateful for his friend’s support as he struggles
with buried emotions and dark wartime
memories. Then Jim begins to see Cal in a new
light, and their relationship deepens in ways
neither expected. Can they build a life together
as a family and ﬁnd happiness in a world that
would condemn them?
Culture as Praxis Zygmunt Bauman 1999-02-22
In this major work, Zygmunt Bauman seeks to
classify the meanings of culture. He distinguishes
between culture as a concept, culture as a
structure and culture as praxis and analyzes the
diﬀerent ways in which culture has been used in
each of these settings. For Bauman, culture is a
living, changing aspect of human interaction
which must be understood and studied as a
universal of human life. At the heart of his
approach is the proposition that culture is
inherently ambivalent. With a major new
introduction to this new edition, this classic work
emerges as a crucial link in the development of
Bauman's thought. By his own admission, it was
the ﬁrst of his books to grope towards a new kind
of social theory, in contrast to the fals
Semper Fi Keira Andrews 2015-04-30 The war is
over. The battle for love has just begun. As
Marines, Cal and Jim depended on each other to
survive bloodshed and despair in the Paciﬁc.
Relieved to put the horrors of war behind him,
Jim went home to his apple orchard and a quiet
life with his wife and children. Knowing Jim could
never return his forbidden feelings, Cal hoped
time and an ocean between them would dull the
semper-fi-ebook-keira-andrews

yearning for his best friend. But when Jim's wife
dies, Cal returns to help. He doesn't know a thing
about apple farming-or children-but he's
determined to be there for Jim, even as the
painful torch he carries blazes back to life. Jim is
grateful for his friend's support as he struggles
with buried emotions and dark wartime
memories. Then Jim begins to see Cal in a new
light, and their relationship deepens in ways
neither expected. Can they build a life together
as a family and ﬁnd happiness in a world that
would condemn them? Note: Contains scenes of
violence and post-traumatic stress.
Kick at the Darkness Keira Andrews
2017-07-21 To live through the zombie
apocalypse they have to survive each other ﬁrst.
College freshman Parker Osborne is having the
worst day ever. He humiliated himself trying to
pick up a cute guy, he hasn’t made any friends at
school, and his stupidly hot jerk of a TA gave him
a crappy grade on his paper. He’s going to drop
Adam Hawkins’ ﬁlm class and start fresh
tomorrow after he’s had a good sulk. But Parker’s
about to ﬁnd out what a bad day really looks
like—if he can survive the night. A virus is
unleashed, transforming infected people into
zombie-like killers. After these quick and deadly
creepers swarm campus, Parker only escapes
thanks to Adam swooping him onto the back of
his trusty motorcycle. Now they're on the
run—and stuck with each other. When they’re
not bickering, they’re ﬁghting oﬀ the infected in
a bloody battle for survival. Their only hope is to
head east to Parker's family, but orphaned Adam
has a secret he’s not sure Parker will accept: he’s
a werewolf. Can they trust each other enough to
ﬁnd some light in these dark days? This gay
romance from Keira Andrews features enemies to
lovers, a really stressful road trip, two young men
ﬁnding love in the zombie apocalypse, and of
course a happy ending. Book one in the Kick at
the Darkness m/m shifter romance series.
One Good Man Derek Pace 2017-04-30 Corporal
Alex Indigo, USMC, is a gung ho, professional
infantry Marine. In the era of "Don't Ask, Don't
Tell," he still needs to keep hidden the fact that
he is gay if he wants to continue to serve. Trying
to keep his private life private, he doesn't date
fellow Marines. Combat-deployed to Falluja, Iraq,
however, he doesn't have much outlet for his
natural wants and desires. When he meets
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Taylor, a fellow corporal, he feels a strong
attraction to the handsome, quiet Marine. It is
hard to hide anything in a combat zone, much
less a romantic relationship, and he knows he
needs to ignore Taylor, but can he ignore his own
heart? Note: this book contains adult material
and is intended for a mature audience.
The Barbarian's Vow Keira Andrews
2021-10-31 He claimed an innocent prince-and
surrendered his heart. Cador only married a
pampered prince from a faraway land to save his
people. He never expected he'd grow to respect
Jem. He never expected to ﬁnd comfort with him.
He never expected to want him with a ﬁerce
passion. He never expected to fall in love. Now
Cador must secure his people's future and win
Jem's heart. For without it, he has no future at all.
The Barbarian's Vow by Keira Andrews is a gay
romance fantasy featuring enemies to lovers, an
age gap, forced proximity, ﬁrst times, and of
course a happy ending. This is the second and
ﬁnal action-adventure romance in the Barbarian
Duet. Wed to the Barbarian must be read ﬁrst.
Merry Cherry Christmas Keira Andrews
2020-11-19 A nice boy gets naughty...
Redheaded freshman Jeremy "Cherry" Rourke is
certainly living up to his childhood nickname,
although still being inexperienced is the least of
his concerns. After coming out, his parents barely
talk to him. He hasn't made any friends at
university. Worst of all, he's about to spend
Christmas completely alone in an empty dorm.
Jeremy clearly needs a fairy godfather, so football
captain Max Pimenta takes him under his wing to
help him ﬁnd his dating groove. But Jeremy's
wound way too tight. He's too vulnerable. Max
can't trust some random guy with him. He needs
to take care of Jeremy himself and introduce him
to no-pressure exploration. It's not about
romance or feelings-he's just doing the kid a
favor. Max is deﬁnitely not falling for this lonely,
beautiful boy. No way. And it's not like he can
leave Jeremy all alone for the holidays. He'll bring
him home to his family's maple syrup farmstrictly as friends since his parents have rules. No
more fooling around. No more eager, breathless
fun. No more making Jeremy shiver and blush
with suggestive whispers in his ear. No more
sweeter-than-sugar kisses. All nice. No more
naughty. But Jeremy's sleeping right across the
hall, and Max wants him for himself. The twelve
semper-fi-ebook-keira-andrews

days of Christmas will last an eternity if they
don't break the rules. Shhh. No one has to
know... Merry Cherry Christmas is a feel-good
holiday MM romance from Keira Andrews
featuring a nervous nerd and protective jock,
forced proximity, ﬁrst times, and of course a
happy ending.
The Next Competitor Keira Andrews
2017-06-26 If I risk my heart, can I keep my head
in the game? I’m going to win gold in ﬁgure
skating. I imagine it again and again: Olympic
champion Alex Grady. I train harder than my
competitors. I’m in the rink morning, noon, and
night. The lack of ﬁlter between my mouth and
brain aﬀects my ability to make friends, but I
don’t have time for a social life anyway. As for a
boyfriend? Forget it. So what if I’m still
completely inexperienced at twenty? The
Olympics are only every four years—everything
else can wait. But for some inexplicable reason, I
can’t stop checking out my boring new training
mate Matt Savelli. Calm, collected “Captain
Cardboard” is a nice guy, but even if I had time
to date, Matt’s so not my type. I don’t even know
what my type is! Until I do. Beneath Matt’s
wholesome surface, there’s a sexy, tender man
who awakens a desire in me I’ve never
experienced. This is the worst possible time to be
tempted. The worst possible time to let someone
get close to me. This is the worst possible time to
fall in love. The Next Competitor by Keira
Andrews is a gay sports romance featuring
grumpy/sunshine opposites attracting, sizzling
ﬁrst times, and of course a happy ending.
Taste of Midnight Keira Andrews 2021-06-20
Take a bite of M/M romance Stephen Lewis's days
are as predictable and boring as the tax law he
practices. That is until he meets Xavier Dumont,
a mysterious and dead sexy younger man. After
having his heart broken by his long-time lover,
Stephen is going through the motions and
burying himself in his work instead of following
his dreams. But if Xavier has his way, Stephen
will seize the day—and the night. Taste of
Midnight by Keira Andrews is a sexy little gay
romance short story featuring an age gap, a
hunky vampire, and of course a happy ending.
A Clean Break Keira Andrews 2017-07-22
The Chimera Aﬀair Keira Andrews 2017-09-21
His mission was seduction—not falling in love.
When young Sebastian Brambani meets a sexy
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and exciting older man, he’s easily seduced. But
for spy Kyle Grant, it’s all business. Sebastian is
simply a pawn in Kyle’s mission to acquire a
dangerous chemical weapon from Sebastian’s
criminal father. Kyle’s life is his work for a
shadowy international agency protecting the
world from evil, and he can’t worry about what
will happen to Sebastian when the job is done.
Sebastian’s unwitting role in Kyle’s plan is the
last straw for his ruthless father, who has been
embarrassed by his gay son for the last time. But
when Kyle discovers Sebastian could be the key
to ﬁnding the deadly Chimera, he rescues him
from his father's hitman and ﬁghts to keep him
alive. Can a hardened spy and naïve college
student take down a criminal kingpin, stay one
step ahead of the killers on their trail—and ﬁght
the scorching attraction between them? This gay
romance from Keira Andrews features sexy spies,
an age diﬀerence, a sheltered and passionate
virgin, action and adventure, and of course a
happy ending. BONUS STORY INCLUDED: The
Argentine Seduction, a sequel for Kyle and
Sebastian featuring unexpected jealousy,
protectiveness, and a dangerous mission in the
simmering heat of Buenos Aires. (And of course a
happy ending!)
Twelve Years a Slave Solomon Northup
2021-01-01 "Having been born a freeman, and
for more than thirty years enjoyed the blessings
of liberty in a free State—and having at the end
of that time been kidnapped and sold into
Slavery, where I remained, until happily rescued
in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of
twelve years—it has been suggested that an
account of my life and fortunes would not be
uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
Beyond the Sea Keira Andrews 2017-06-26 Two
hot guys. One desert island. Troy Tanner walks
out on his boy band’s world tour rather than
watching his little brother snort his life away.
Screw it. He’ll take a private jet home and ﬁgure
out his life away from the spotlight. But Troy
doesn’t make it home. The plane crashes on a
jungle island in the South Paciﬁc. Forget dodging
the paparazzi—now Troy’s desperate for food and
water. The turquoise ocean and white sand
beach looks like paradise, but danger lurks
everywhere. Thank God the pilot survived too. At
least Troy’s not alone. He has Brian. Brian’s
smart and brave and strong. He doesn’t care that
semper-fi-ebook-keira-andrews

Troy’s famous. Brian’s real. As days turn into
weeks with no sign of rescue, Troy and Brian rely
on each other. They make each other laugh
despite being stranded. They go from strangers
to friends. What happens when they want more?
Although he and Brian both identify as straight,
their growing desire burns hotter than the
tropical sun. If they explore their sexuality a
thousand miles from anything or anyone, can
their newfound love survive in the real world if
they're ﬁnally rescued? This slow-burn LGBT
romance from Keira Andrews features bisexual
awakening, scorching m/m ﬁrst times, an age
gap, and of course a happy ending.
Flight Leta Blake 2018-06-16 Prince Mateo
discovers an enchanted world of fairies and lusty
delights. Opalo has waited years to meet his
human lover, and now must risk everything to
win his man forever.
Eight Nights in December Keira Andrews
2018-03-15 Eight Nights in December: A Novella
A Very English Christmas Keira Andrews
2017-06-22 A Very English Christmas: A Gay
Amish Story
A Way Home Keira Andrews 2017-07-21
The Station Keira Andrews 2018-04-17 Two
men exiled to an untamed land must capture
love. Ever since Cambridge-bound Colin
Lancaster spied on stable master Patrick
Callahan mastering another man, he’s longed for
Patrick to do the same to him. When Patrick is
caught with his pants down and threatened with
death for his crime, Colin speaks up in his
defense and confesses his own sinful nature.
They’re soon banished to the faraway prison
colony of Australia. Patrick never asked for
Colin’s help, and now he’s stuck with the
pampered fool. While it’s true that being
transported to Australia is a far cry from the
luxury Colin is accustomed to, he’s determined to
make the best of it and prove himself. Patrick
learned long ago that love is a fairy tale, but he’s
inexorably drawn to sweet, optimistic Colin
despite himself. From the miserable depths of a
prison ship to the vast, untamed Australian
outback, Colin and Patrick must rely on each
other. Danger lurks everywhere, and when they
unexpectedly get the chance to escape to a new
life as cowboys, they’ll need each other more
than ever. This historical gay romance from Keira
Andrews features an age diﬀerence, an eager
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virgin, hurt/comfort, and of course a happy
ending.
If Only in My Dreams Keira Andrews
2017-06-26 To be home for Christmas, they must
bridge the distance between them. Charlie Yates
is desperate. It's almost Christmas and his ﬂight
home from college has been delayed. For days.
Charlie promised his little sister Ava he'd be
home for her ﬁrst holiday season since going into
remission from leukemia. Now he's stuck on the
opposite coast and someone else grabbed the
last rental car. Someone he hasn't even spoken
to in four years. Someone who broke his heart.
Gavin Bloomberg's childhood friendship with
Charlie ended overnight after a day of stolen
kisses. With years of resentment between them,
they don't want to be in the same room together,
let alone a car. But for Ava's sake, Gavin agrees
to share the rental and drive across the country
together. As they face unexpected bumps along
the road, can Charlie and Gavin pave the way to
a future together? This gay holiday romance from
Keira Andrews features new adult angst, enemies
to lovers, steamy ﬁrst times, and of course a
happy ending.
Extra Bold Ellen Lupton 2021-06-25 Extra Bold
is the inclusive, practical, and informative
(design) career guide for everyone! Part textbook
and part comic book, zine, manifesto, survival
guide, and self-help manual, Extra Bold is ﬁlled
with stories and ideas that don't show up in other
career books or design overviews. • Both
pragmatic and inquisitive, the book explores
power structures in the workplace and how to
navigate them. • Interviews showcase people at
diﬀerent stages of their careers. • Biographical
sketches explore individuals marginalized by
sexism, racism, and ableism. • Practical guides
cover everything from starting out, to wage gaps,
coming out at work, cover letters, mentoring, and
more. A new take on the design canon. • Opens
with critical essays that rethink design principles
and practices through theories of feminism, antiracism, inclusion, and nonbinary thinking. •
Features interviews, essays, typefaces, and
projects from dozens of contributors with a
variety of racial and ethnic backgrounds,
abilities, gender identities, and positions of
economic and social privilege. • Adds new voices
to the dominant design canon. Written
collaboratively by a diverse team of authors, with
semper-fi-ebook-keira-andrews

original, handcrafted illustrations by Jennifer
Tobias that bring warmth, happiness, humor, and
narrative depth to the book. Extra Bold is written
by Ellen Lupton (Thinking with Type), Farah Kafei,
Jennifer Tobias, Josh A. Halstead, Kaleena Sales,
Leslie Xia, and Valentina Vergara.
The Marines John Simpson 2015-03-06 Two
young men, David Stauﬀer and Matthew
Kendricks, meet while processing into the Marine
Corps for Basic Training. David is immediately
attracted to the red haired, Matthew. As their
training begins, David pursues Matthew to ﬁnd
out if the attraction is mutual. To his great
pleasure, David learns that his attentions are not
unwelcomed, but rather feared. Matthew, unlike
David isn't as comfortable with his fellow trainees
ﬁnding out he's gay. As training progresses David
proves himself to be superior to the other
trainees. As a reward, he is given a short, on post
leave and is allowed to take Matthew with him.
This allows them a chance to explore each
other's bodies, rather than just glimpses in the
showers. From that moment the spark between
the two burns hot and sets the stage for what is
to come. When training ends, questions about
their futures arise. Both men are forced to make
decisions that will impact their futures, and
potentially out them to the entire Marine Corps.
The second edition, titled The Marines, continues
their story as they are given their ﬁrst
assignment as Marines. Go along for the ride!
Fight the Tide Keira Andrews 2017-07-21 Adrift
in a post-apocalyptic world, they only have each
other. Is it enough? A virus that turns the
infected into zombie-like killers spreads through
a burning world thrown into lawless chaos.
Lovers Parker and Adam have escaped to the
open sea when they hear a message over the
airwaves from a place called Salvation Island—a
supposed safe haven. Orphaned as a child,
werewolf Adam has always longed for a pack.
He’s eager to investigate the island, but Parker
doesn’t think for a nanosecond that the voice on
the radio can be believed. He doesn’t trust
anyone but Adam and is determined to keep it
that way. They don’t need anyone else
complicating their struggle to survive. Or do
they? Danger on the high seas can surface in a
heartbeat, and if Parker and Adam aren’t careful,
the current will drag them under. This gay
romance from Keira Andrews is a dystopian
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When two young Amish men ﬁnd love, will they
risk losing everything? In a world where every
detail of life is dictated by God and the allpowerful rules of the church, David takes on
Isaac as a carpentry apprentice. Soon their
attraction grows amid the sweat and sawdust,
and they share sinful secrets. Can they reconcile
their shocking desires with their commitment to
faith, family and community?
Point of Contact Melanie Hansen 2018-03-01 Only
love can heal an impossibly broken heart There’d
forever been a thread running through Trevor
Estes’s life—his son, Riley, strong and constant
like a heartbeat. But when Riley is killed in
combat, everything in Trevor’s life unravels into
a mess he doesn’t know how to mourn. Then
Jesse Byrne, Riley’s friend and platoon mate,
arrives on Trevor’s doorstep with a box of Riley’s
things. Jesse’s all-too-familiar grief provides an
unlikely source of comfort for Trevor: knowing
he’s not alone is exactly what he needs. Trevor
never imagined he’d ﬁnd someone who ﬁlls his
heart with hope again. As the pair celebrate
Riley’s memory, their unique bond deepens into
something irreplaceable—and something neither
man can live without. But diving into a
relationship can’t be so simple. Being together
means Trevor risking the last link he has to his
son…leaving Jesse to wonder if he’ll ever be
enough, or if Trevor will always be haunted by
the past. This book is approximately 120,000
words One-click with conﬁdence. This title is part
of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the
romance you’re looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s
a promise! Carina Press acknowledges the
editorial services of Alissa Davis

adventure featuring a werewolf, his boyfriend,
and their struggle to ﬁnd their happy ending and
a place to call home. Book two in the Kick at the
Darkness m/m shifter romance series.
Reading the Signs Keira Andrews 2017-09-28
This hot-headed rookie needs discipline—on and
oﬀ the ﬁeld. Pitcher Nico Agresta is desperate to
live up to his family’s baseball legacy. Since he
was a teenager crushing on his big brother’s
teammate, he’s known he can’t act on his
desires. His father’s made it clear there should
be no queers on the ﬁeld, but if Nico can win
Rookie of the Year like his dad and brother did,
maybe he can prove he’s worthy after all. At 34,
veteran catcher Jake Fitzgerald just wants to
ﬁnish out his contract and retire. His team
doesn't have a prayer of making the playoﬀs, but
who needs the stress? Jake lost his passion for
the game—and life—after driving away the man
he loved, and he swore he’d never risk his heart
again. Then he’s traded to a team that wants a
vet behind the plate to tame their new star
pitcher. Jake is shocked to ﬁnd the gangly kid he
once knew has grown into a gorgeous young
man. But tightly wound Nico’s having trouble
controlling his temper in his quest for perfection,
and Jake needs to teach him patience and
restraint on the mound. When their push and pull
explodes into the bedroom, Nico and Jake will
both learn how much they’ll risk for love. This
gay sports romance from Keira Andrews features
men who have been repressing their feelings far
too long, light BDSM, an age diﬀerence, sweaty
locker rooms, and of course a happy ending.
A Forbidden Rumspringa Keira Andrews 2014
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